
Genesis Chapter One Indicates a
Spherical Rotating Earth

Stationary GPS satellite over the rotating
earth

On March 15th I hitchhiked to the Tokyo area from my home in Niigata City in
4 cars. When sitting in the back seat of one of the cars, the front seat
passenger was having a long conversation with the driver. This meant I didn’t
have to engage in conversation with them and gave me an opportunity to redeem
the time and type a message on my Tablet PC. I wanted to reply to a man named
Sam who was debating with my friend Dr. John Gideon Hartnett about when God
created the sun. Though the Bible in Genesis 1 clearly says God made the sun
on the 4th day of creation, Sam says it must have been on the first day for
how can there be 24 hours without the sun? Before we go further, you must
know I am writing this for Bible believers who believe in a literal six days
of creation of the universe and everything in it, with one day being 24
hours. This is what most Creationists and fundamental Christians and Bible
believers hold to be true.

Holding my Tablet PC in my left hand and typing with one finger of my right
hand, I suddenly saw things from the first few verses of Genesis one that I
never saw before! I wrote Sam things I didn’t intend to write him. Have you
ever experienced getting revelations from the written Word of God of things
you haven’t ever heard anybody else teach? I have, and it’s thrilling! I
think Bible teachers experience this more than those who just read the Bible
but don’t share with others what they learn. Maybe God showed me something
new because He knew I was just about to share it with somebody else! You can
read about another revelation I had on New Viewpoint of the Clay and Iron of
Daniel Chapter 2

This is what I wrote Sam:

Your question, “How does one explain Day & Night and “first day” if this is
not the creation of the sun????” is valid in my opinion and something I
wondered about too. The way I see it is God, “in the beginning” not only
created matter and light on the first day, He created time as well. Is 24
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hours dependent on the existence of the sun to be 24 hours? Or is 24 hours
dependent on one rotation of the earth? According to my understanding of time
and physics, the latter is true. Therefore even without a sun there were 24
hour days because of the rotation of the earth!

Genesis 1:4 And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the
light from the darkness.

Suddenly verse 4 makes more sense to me than ever! If the sun didn’t exist
till day 4, how could God divide the light from the darkness? Answer: God
Himself was the light source over a rotating earth!

And even if you say all of the above is mere speculation, the Scriptures say
clearly in verse 1:16, And God MADE two great lights; the greater light to
rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also.

1:19 And the evening and the morning were the fourth day.

Sam didn’t argue against my answer. �

Refuting the Flat Earthers

During year 2015, an unusual and crazy phenomenon of people who believe the
earth is flat spread around the Internet. Flat Earthers are bound not to like
this article. And who bought flat earth foolishness? Every one of them I have
encountered so far is an English speaking US American or Canadian. Every one
of them is a Bible believing Christian and a conspiracy researcher. I even
had to deal with one face to face on March 16th! I visited him without
knowing that he had become a flat earther. Do you see a pathern here? I
believe Flat Earth is a psyops designed to trip off mostly white North
American Christians who are also conspiracy researchers. Not a single
Japanese I have ever met believes the earth is flat. They all laugh when I
tell them I know people who do.

If the child turned constantly around holding a rope attached to a swinging
bucket of water while facing it, this would be akin to how a geostationary
satellite orbits the rotating earth while staying over the same area of the
earth. The rope between the bucket and the person swinging it is akin to the
gravitational force that keeps the satellite in motion from flying away into
space. Flat earthers deny the existence of gravitational force, outer space,
Newtonian laws of motion, and the existence of communication satellites that
make the Internet fast so they can spread their flat earth propaganda
easier?! Incredible!

Further Reading:

The earth is not flat and hangs upon nothing!
Flat Earth Theory Totally Trashed
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First Hitchhiking Adventure of 2016
from Niigata City

On March 4th, 2016 I hitchhiked 100 kilometers or about 60 miles to the city
of Tokamachi. It is a city in the midst of hills. The Shinano River which is
the longest river in Japan flows through Tokamachi. It’s called “Shinano” for
that was the old name of Nagano Prefecture which is its source. But in Nagano
Prefecture the same river is called Chikuma.

Doctor Masaya

The first driver was a medical doctor by the name of Masaya. He works in a
hospital not far from my home. I asked Masaya if he believes the spirit is
separate from the physical. He said most doctors do not believe the spirit
affects physical health, but he does. I gave him tracts from Dr. John Gideon
Hartnett that expose Evolution, Big Bang, Dark Matter and Dark Energy as
pseudo-science. Masaya took me from Niigata city to Sanjo city which is on
the Kanetsu / Hokuriku expressway. He could not take me exactly where I
wanted to go in Sanjo because he was pressed for time. I walked the rest of
the way, about 20 minutes and crossed a bridge over the Shinano River to get
to the expressway interchange.

Man who took me to Echigo Kawaguchi

After hitchhiking at the expressway interchange for 15 minutes without
success, I decided to take a 190 yen bus ride to get to the Sakae Parking
area of the expressway. From there a man on the way to Gunma prefecture took
me to Echigo Kawaguchi. “Echigo” is the old name for Niigata before the Meiji
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era. Kawaguchi literally means “river’s mouth”. It has some meaning related
to the Shinano River which passes through it. The man was coming from Gosen
City on his way back home in Gunma.

Because the man was not getting off the expressway, he dropped me off at a
parking area from where I could walk over a bridge to get off the expressway
to a regular road. Pedestrians are not supposed to be walking on that bridge!
One of the expressway workers saw me passing by the toll booth and knew I
must have walked over the bridge from the expressway parking area! By the
time he saw me I was already in safe territory and there was nothing he could
do to stop me from going further. He was only curious as to what I was doing.
I was honest with him and told him I was hitchhiking and needed to go to
Tokamachi. Because the driver didn’t get off the expressway at that point, I
had to walk. He told me that was a no no and not to do it again, but he
wasn’t upset at me at all. He said it only out of a sense of duty to the
people he works for.

After that it was only a few minutes wait for the next man to stop. Tokamachi
was still too far to walk to. It was a 30 minute drive from Echigo Kawaguchi.
The weather was fine that day and the sunset was beautiful over scenic
Tokamachi. This city is noted for its heavy snowfalls, but this year the snow
wasn’t as high as last year.

Tokamachi at dusk

My purpose to go to Tokamachi was to visit my good friends Keiji and Miyoko
and family. The next day Keiji had business in Mitsuke city which is going
back the way I came. But nevertheless because he would be passing by Ojiya
City, I asked him to take me to the Ojiya Interchange. My destination was
Sayama City in Saitama Prefecture. From Ojiya it is nearly twice the distance
that I traveled the previous day. But I had all day to get there.

Ojiya City is close to the epicenter of a major earthquake in October 2004.
About 50 people died. Had an earthquake the same strength occurred in the
center of Tokyo, hundreds of thousands would have died! Roads after the
earthquake were broken and cars could not pass from Niigata to Tokyo the
shortest way possible.

After only a few minutes at the Ojiya Interchange, a man stopped and took me
to Echigo Kawaguchi, the expressway service area I had been to the previous
day. But this day I needed to go further. It was fine weather and so warm I
actually took off my heavy winter coat!

It was about an hour before I finally got a good ride. Just before it a man
offered to take me to Muika Machi, but it was too close and would have taken
me back off the expressway had I gone with him. The driver and couple were
elderly in perhaps their late 70s. They were on the way to Saitama, but would
get off the expressway at a point before my destination. I asked them to take
me to the Kamisato Service area which is just within the border of Saitama.
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Driver and car that took me to Saitama Prefecture

The entrance of the Kanetsu tunnel, the longest car tunnel in Japan.

We passed through the Kanetsu tunnel which is the longest tunnel in Japan for
vehicles. It’s nearly 11 kilometers long and takes about 10 minutes to pass
through at the speed limit of about 100 kilometers per hour. It would take
more than 2 hours to walk through it. Gasoline trucks are not allowed through
it in case of accident. The tunnel passes through the highest mountains at
that point and exits in Gunma Prefecture.

Just inside the Kanetsu Tunnel

At Kamisato Service Area after a relatively short wait, a lady sitting in the
passenger side of her car offered me a ride as far as Kawagoe. That was
exactly the spot I hoped to get off the expressway at!

The lady was with her husband and their two elementary school children were
sitting in the back. They had lived in Singapore for 3 years and could speak
English! I suspected that was the reason why they picked me up recognizing me
as a foreigner and probable English speaker. But though we spoke in English
for a time, suddenly they both switched back to Japanese.

Couple who lived in Singapore who took me to Kawagoe.

From the Kawagoe Interchange it is only a 15 minute walk to Minami Otsuka
Station, and from there only 190 yen train fare to my final destination of
Sayama City. From Sayama station rather than take a 220 yen bus ride to my
friend’s house, I decided to hoof it and use the navigation on my Tablet PC
for directions. Another 25 minutes later I was at my friend’s house just
before 6 p.m. the very arrival time I was shooting for.

God is good! My Lord and Savior Jesus Christ provides all my needs!
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